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Abstract—In a model-driven service-oriented architecture
(SOA), the services are in large parts generated from models.
To facilitate monitoring, governance, and self-adaptation the
information in these models can be used by services that
monitor, manage, or adapt the SOA at runtime. If a service
for monitoring, management, or adaptation in an SOA is
dependent on models, and the metamodel changes, usually
the service needs to be manually adapted to work with the
new version, recompiled, and redeployed. This manual effort
impedes the use of models at runtime. To address this problem,
this paper introduces model-aware services that work with
models at runtime. These services are supported using a
service environment, called MORSE. Hiding the complexity
of implicit versioning of models from users while respecting
the principle of Universally Unique Identifiers (UUIDs), it
realizes a novel transparent UUID-based model versioning
technique. It uses the model-driven approach to automatically
generate and deploy MORSE services that are used by the
model-aware services to access models in the correct version.
In this way, monitoring and adaptation in SOAs can be
better supported, and the manual effort to evolve services for
monitoring, management, or adaptation, which are based on
models at runtime, can be minimized.

Keywords-Service Management, Service Runtime, Service
Versioning, MDE, Model Repository, Model Versioning, UUID,
SOA

Modern software systems are becoming increasingly com-

plex. Some reasons for this trend are that they unify different

technologies and services are exposed in heterogeneous

environments. Model-driven engineering (MDE) helps to

master the complexity of modern software systems at design

time. It utilizes models as central artifacts of the engineering

process. In the generation step of the MDE process, models

are eventually transformed to source code. This code will be

packaged and deployed, but this is where MDE usually stops.

We argue that while models can be used for describing and

designing the system and its domain, models can also be used

at runtime. This would be interesting as models can be used

for communication of the different stakeholders. Also in a

couple of scenarios such as service monitoring or adaptation

(cf. [1]) it would be desirable to have access to models (e.g.,

models from which the system has been generated). For

example, this can help to display or analyze the models that

cause exceptional situations in the system, or to react on such

situations using a manual or automated adaptation of the

system. In this way, stakeholders can relate to the concepts

of a model more easily. In addition, services of the system

may profit from introspecting models at runtime. We call

services that dynamically work with models model-aware.

There are a couple of obstacles prior to the adoption of

models in service-oriented architectures (SOAs). First, in a

distributed and heterogeneous environment the identification

and retrieval of models from services is challenging. This

is because of the need for unique identifiers across the

SOA and the lack of a common, unified, and service-based

access to models. Second, if a metamodel for service models

changes, dependent model-aware services need to be adapted,

recompiled, and redeployed to work with the new version.

Because this involves manual effort, adopting models without

automation support becomes not only expensive but also

impractical. Beyond that, once a service model is used by

autonomous services in a SOA, the service management

becomes difficult with model evolution. That is, while new

versions of service models exist, old versions need to be

supported and the various services in a SOA need to relate

and work with specific, coexistent versions.

Our approach utilizes a service environment, called Model-

Aware Service Environment [2], [3] (MORSE), for model

publication and lookup. To deal with model evolution, we

introduce a novel transparent versioning approach, which

allows different services to transparently use different ver-

sions of models or model elements at runtime. To make

the approach usable, MORSE automatically generates the

services needed to query and traverse models at runtime when

a service model is stored in MORSE. Universally Unique

Identifiers [4] (UUIDs) are used to enable monitoring and

adaptation services to access the correct model or model

element in the required version. For example, code for raising

events containing the unique identifiers can be generated

into model-aware services, enabling other components to

monitor and adapt the services, and relate to the models

in the particular versions during monitoring and adaptation

tasks. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the



first approach that makes this link between services and the

models from which they are generated at runtime and that

uses a model repository to support models at runtime in

SOAs that can evolve transparently.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In

Section I a motivating scenario is described that concretizes

the context and prerequisites. The approach for the man-

agement of model versions and for supporting services to

dynamically work with models is described in Section II.

Next, in Section III a solution for a transparent UUID-based

versioning is presented. The automatically generated MORSE

services are described in Section IV. Section V compares

to related work, lessons learned are presented in Section VI,

and Section VII concludes the paper.

I. MOTIVATION: MONITORING IN A SOA

Before we describe our approach, a motivating scenario

is given that exemplifies a general setup and is the starting

point for further discussion. Thus, we depict the context

and introduce the prerequisites of our work. In this scenario,

MDE is applied for developing services of a SOA. Therefore,

these services relate to models. At runtime a monitoring

service (or monitor for short) first receives notifications from

the model-driven services of the SOA on invocation and

termination. This is realized via event notification. Hence,

the services emit events and the monitor processes these

(cf. [5] for service level agreement (SLA) monitoring). Note

that in our scenario the events relate to models. That is, if a

service is invoked, it emits an event with an identifier of the

model from which it has been generated. Also please note

that this is a simple, generic setup that can be extended if

necessary. That is, if the monitor needs to receive further

events than only invocation and termination, or if it needs to

consider additional information, this would be provided by

the model-driven services, e.g., by generating and embedding

the required eventing into the services.

In the next step, the monitor can use the information from

the models the events relate to. For example, this can be

the models from which the services have been generated.

In a more elaborative setup, such events can also relate

to other models as well. Next, to facilitate the governance,

management, and adaptation of the SOA the monitor needs

to consider the information from the models. Typically, this

is done by reflecting on the value or state of model elements,

certain semantics have been attributed to. For example, the

monitor can compare values against thresholds. Ideally, the

monitor is able to retrieve relevant models dynamically.

With the results from inspecting the various models, all the

necessary information is available to the monitor for reporting,

realizing governance tasks, or initiating an adaptation.

A monitor itself relies on configurations (e.g., thresholds).

We argue that configurations ideally are captured in the form

of models, too (cf. [1] for goal models). This allows for

the generic use of models at runtime. Besides retrieving

such configurations, a monitor for adaptation typically

also operates on models that are specific to the reporting,

governance, or adaptation. Such models can contain data

from the monitoring such as aggregated statistics. Thus, the

monitor not only retrieves but also operates on models.

If a metamodel is modified that a monitor is dependent on,

the monitoring service also has to be changed; i.e., it usually

has to be adapted to work with the new version. This implies

a manual maintenance of the source code, recompilation,

testing, and redeployment of the monitoring service. Such

evolution steps thus impose significant effort and this in turn

impedes the use of models at runtime.

II. APPROACH OVERVIEW

We aim at avoiding the aforementioned obstacles by

adopting models at runtime. With our approach models are

consistently used in different layers and parts of the system.

In this section, we specify the different requirements and

introduce our approach. It leverages the service-based use

of models at runtime employing an automatic generation

from metamodels. This is complemented with a version

management of models.

A. Management of Model Versions

All models (i.e., metamodels and conforming models

(cf. [6])) are stored in a model repository. This repository

needs to support the versioning of models, as different

versions of models can be used by different services. At

runtime the services that dynamically interact with the

repository need to retrieve specific model versions. In contrast,

modeling tools and end users such as system stakeholders

typically expect a transparent versioning. That is, they can

reuse an identifier of a previously updated model for obtaining

the current model in its latest version.

B. Supporting Services to Dynamically Work with Models

For supporting both model evolution and the use of models

at runtime, we propose a model-driven and service-based

approach to dynamically work with models in a SOA.
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Services

1 create or evolve model

MORSE

Model Repository

3 generate model code

4 generate model services

5 deploy model services

2 refine model

Technical
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Domain
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Figure 1. Generating MORSE Services for Models



For this, we automatically generate MORSE services for

managing models as depicted in Figure 1. Usually, a domain

expert starts to design a domain model (Step 1), i.e., a

metamodel with concepts of a certain domain. Next, a

technical expert refines the model (Step 2), e.g., by enriching

the model with technical details as needed in further model-

driven process steps. Domain-specific languages (DSLs) can

assist stakeholders to formulate the models. Finally, in order

to support the use of the resulting model in a SOA, MORSE

services are automatically generated and deployed (Steps

3-5) that can be used by other services for sharing, storing,

and retrieving models.

For facilitating development of a monitor, MORSE can

also automatically generate ready to use service clients that

interact with the MORSE services. This is demonstrated in

Figure 2 (Step 2). After deployment (Step 1), the exposed

MORSE services can be used by the monitoring service,

which is a model-aware service, for storing and retrieving

models (Step 4). Note that, while model-aware services can

be manually developed by a service developer as depicted in

the figure (Step 3), they may be also automatically generated

from models using MDE.

If a metamodel evolves, MORSE generates appropriate

services and service clients. This simplifies maintenance

of the model-aware services that can also automatically be

instructed to work with the new version.
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3 develop

Service

Developer

Figure 2. Supporting Model-Aware Services with Service Clients

III. TRANSPARENT UUID-BASED MODEL VERSIONING

A model contains model elements such as classes, at-

tributes, and references (cf. Ecore [7] and EMOF [8] classes

and properties). In the MORSE repository each instance of a

(M2, metamodel) class corresponds to a table in a relational

database 1. An instance thereof (a M1 model) is stored as a

row in such a table. A respective record thus holds the values

for the respective attributes and also the references in the

form of foreign keys and is the smallest unit of versioning

(cf. [10, p.4]) (UV) in the MORSE repository. If the value

of an attribute changes, the record is updated. Similarly,

the records are updated in case references are set, deleted,

1The MORSE repository is realized with Teneo [9] that utilizes the Eclipse
Modeling Framework [7] (EMF).

or changed. As a value for references the UUIDs of the

corresponding model class instances are used.

For supporting the management of model versions during

model evolution we propose a transparent versioning mech-

anism as realized in the MORSE repository. In addition to

version-specific models, the latest version is always present

in the form of a version-independent model (head) in MORSE.

All of these models and its model-elements are identifiable

by UUIDs. Hence, for their identification we distinguish

between version-independent and -specific UUIDs. Thus, a

versions-independent (resp. specific) UUID identifies models

or model elements of the head (resp. a certain revision).

Typically a model change introduces new, changes existing,

or eliminates model elements. That is, not the entire model

is updated in an evolution step but only parts of it change.

Our model versioning approach respects this and operates

on small changes in a space saving way.
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Figure 3. Transparent Versioning

Figure 3 depicts an example of our solution for the

transparent UUID-based model versioning. On the left hand

side, the version-independent model (Head) is displayed in

four different revisions. On the right hand side, the version-

specific objects are displayed. In Revision 1 two model

elements A and B exist. The first change introduces a reference

from the former to the latter. In MORSE the reference is stored

as part of A. Therefore, A is updated. Note that a new version-

specific object is created that references B, overshadowing

the model element from the previous revision. That is, for

obtaining a certain revision of a model only the most recent

model element until the revision is considered and the older

revisions are not; thus, we say, they are overshadowed. In

Revision 3 a new reference from B to A is added. Similarly

to the previous change, B is updated. Note that in the version-



specific objects of that revision the reference from A still

points to the now overshadowed B from Revision 1. This is

no problem however, if for obtaining a model of a specific

revision the reference is updated to the most recent version

of B. Finally, the last change removes B from the model. This

implies that also the reference from A is removed. Therefore

A is updated and B is removed. The latter is realized by

introducing a new B that overshadows former instances and

explicitly is marked as deleted (state = inactive).

For retrieving a specific model version an algorithm is

applied on the version-specific objects. This is shown in

Algorithm 1 that describes how a specific version of a model

can be calculated from the version-specific objects. First the

various model elements of a model in a specific version

are retrieved (Line 5). Only model elements that have not

been removed (Line 8) are registered (Line 9). The returned

model equals to the formerly version-independent objects

for the revision. For this, the version-specific elements are

transformed to version-independent elements (Line 7) and

the UUIDs of the references are updated (Line 15).

Algorithm 1: Reconstructing a Revision of a Model from

Version-Specific Objects

Input: UUIDs, revision ∈ Revisions

Output: Model

begin1

model ←− ∅;2

vsid2viid ←− ∅;3

for uuid ∈ UUIDs do4

element ←− retrieve(uuid, revision);5

vsid2viid.put(getVSID(element), uuid);6

makeVI(element);7

if ¬ isInactive(element) then8

model.put(uuid, element);9

for reference ∈ getReferences(model) do10

vsid ←− getUUID(reference);11

viid ←− vsid2viid.get(vsid);12

if ∅ = viid then13

viid ←− retrieveVIID(vsid);14

setUUID(reference, viid);15

←− model;16

end17

IV. MORSE SERVICES

In this section we describe the MORSE services, that

provide retrieve and storage functionalities for models in

a SOA and realize the transparent model versioning as

explained in the previous section.

These services are automatically generated from meta-

models and exposed as XML and RESTful Web services.

Model-aware services can thus choose between these imple-

mentations. Note that in addition to a service implementation

MORSE also generates service clients (see also Step 2 of

Figure 2) for using the MORSE services.

All of the generated software modules are organized as

Maven [11] projects and distributed using a Maven repository.

In this way, service developers such as displayed in Figure 2

are provided with the client software modules for integrating

with the MORSE services and are thus supported for using

models at runtime. With Maven it is very easy to setup a

dependency that automates the retrieval and use of required

modules.

With the model-driven generation, the deployment of

services, and the distribution of service-clients the major part

for supporting a new or evolved model at runtime is realized

and fully automated. At present, for this, MORSE supports

two different modeling technologies with Ecore – which is the

EMF implementation of the Essential Meta Object Facility [8]

(EMOF) M3 meta-metamodel – to be natively supported.

Models that conform to other M3 models can be supported

with a model-to-model transformation and a mapping to

Ecore if necessary as well. Please note that while for a

technical realization MORSE itself builds on EMF, MORSE

tries not to place any restrictions on the use of different model

technologies. MORSE services and its operations in particular

are agnostic to model technologies and serialization formats.

Support for further model technologies can be realized in

the MORSE services if necessary. As a result, model-aware

services are not limited to work with EMF but can use

different model technologies as well.

Table I
MORSE SERVICE OPERATIONS

Response Operation Description

boolean exists does a model with a UUID exist?

boolean isHead is the UUID version-independent?

UUID[] list all version-independent UUIDs

UUID[] versions version-specific UUIDs of a model

<Class>[] query search for models; support of
various query parameters

<Class> retrieve a model is retrieved by UUID

UUID create UUID is version-independent

UUID update UUID is version-specific

UUID delete UUID is version-specific

UUID list<Role> UUIDs for a role

UUID add<Role> UUID is version-specific

UUID remove<Role> UUID is version-specific

UUID clear<Role> UUID is version-specific

For each class of a metamodel a service is generated with

basic operations such as create, retrieve, update, and

delete (CRUD) for the management of models as listed in

Table I. The UUIDs of all version-independent models can

be obtained by calling the list operation. Similar operations

are generated for references.

The exists operation checks if a model for a provided

UUID is found in the repository. Whether a UUID is a

version-independent or version-specific UUID can easily

be checked using the isHead operation. The versions

operation returns the various version-specific UUIDs of a

model. The query operation returns a set of serialized models



that match specified query parameters. These parameters

support WHERE and ORDER clauses (cf. [12]). For pagination

also an index for the first result can be specified as well as

the number of maximum results returned.

V. RELATED WORK

The MORSE approach particularly focuses on the manage-

ment of models of service-based systems and their accessi-

bility during runtime for facilitating monitoring, governance,

and self-adaptation. For this reason, a model repository

with versioning capabilities is deployed (see Section III).

It abstracts from modeling technologies and its UUID-based

implementation allows for a straightforward identification of

models and model elements. In this section we compare the

MORSE repository against other model repositories and relate

the MORSE approach to work in the field of monitoring.

A. Model Repositories

There are a number of related model repositories. Table II

lists their methods of identification for models and model

elements, indicates supported modeling technologies, the

smallest unit of versioning (cf. [10, p.4]) (UV), and compares

navigation and search capabilities. In the following we

compare to the related work and to the data from the table.

The Adaptable Model Versioning [13], [14] (AMOR)

model repository has a focus on the versioning aspect of

model management (see also [23]), e.g., for the conflict

resolution in collaborative development (cf. [24]). For this

reason the smallest UV can be set to model elements. Models

in AMOR are identifiable by Uniform Resource Locators [25],

[26]. In addition, identifiers (IDs) are assigned to model

elements. While these are unique across models they are not

over time, i.e., model elements from different versions of a

model contain the same ID. AMOR builds on top of EMF,

focuses on the design time, and addresses important research

questions in the field of conflict detection and resolution.

The AtlanticZoo [15] is a simple, web-based model

repository. Thus, models are accessible via URLs. It aims at

constituting a recognized repository for open-source models.

For this purpose and for maximizing potential usage of

contributed models they are automatically transformed from

and into diverse languages such as Ecore, Kernel Meta Meta

Model [27], [28] (KM3), Web Ontology Language [29]

(OWL), or Unified Modeling Language [30] (UML). Ver-

sioning is not in focus of this repository that rather can be

characterized as a collection of models. These are stored in

a serialized form. For this reason the repository is agnostic

to modeling technologies and is ignorant of model elements.

Thus, no model element identifiers exist that are supported

by the repository.

The Connected Data Objects model repository [16] (CDO)

is a server-client framework for EMF models. In EMF a

model element is identifiable within a model 2 via a so

2A Resource (identifiable by a URL) in terms of EMF.

called Uniform Resource Identifier [25] (URI)-fragment.

Usually, although pluggable in CDO, a relational database

management system (RDBMS) is used as a persistence

backend (e.g., with Teneo [9]) in which case the smallest

UV is at an M2 class instance level. The CDO framework

establishes a CDO protocol on top of the Net4j [31]

communication framework and also aims to support the

execution of server-side queries.

EMFStore [17] is a model repository for the Eclipse

integrated development environment (IDE) that employs

operation-based change tracking, conflict detection, and

merging. As a result, it is specific to EMF models that Ecore

class instances need to inherit an EMFStore class in order to

be tracked and managed by EMFStore. While EMFStore does

not support complex queries, (server-side) model navigation

may be realized. IDs are used for identifying models and

model elements. These are unique across the space of models

and model elements but not across time, i.e., models from

previous versions contain the same IDs. The UV in EMFStore

due to its operation-based approach can be of any size.

The NetBeans metadata repository [18] (MDR) was a Meta-

Object Facility [8] (MOF) 1.4 compliant model repository

for the NetBeans IDE that is not actively developed and

maintained any more. It was used as a persistence backend

by Odyssey-SCM (see below).

ModelBus [19], [20] is a model-based tool integration

framework. It addresses the heterogeneity and distribution of

model tools and realizes transparent model update. Designed

as an open environment, ModelBus focuses on integrating

functionality such as model verification, transformation, or

testing into a service bus. It is agnostic to modeling languages

and uses a version control system (VCS) as persistence

backend. Thus, models are stored in their serialized forms. As

a consequence, the UV is the entire model and no navigation

or search capabilities exist. Models in ModelBus are identified

by URLs but no identifiers exist for model elements.

Odyssey-SCM [21], [10] and Odyssey-VCS 2 [22] identify

models using XML Metadata Interchange [32] (XMI) IDs.

Model elements are identified with additional URI-fragments.

While Odyssey-SCM used MOF 1.4, Odyssey-VCS 2 builds

on EMF. Great focus is dedicated to the versioning aspect and

conflict detection. For this, the authors defined the terms unit

of versioning (cf. [10, p.4]) (UV) and unit of comparision

(cf. [10, p.3]) (UC) and make these customizable for the

software configuration management [33] (SCM) of UML

model elements. While complex model search scenarios

and navigation are not supported by the repository, model

navigation is at least possible for source and destination

models of model transformations in Odyssey-MEC [34]

through exogenous ”records of transformation”.

All mentioned model repository approaches do not pro-

vide transparent UUID-based model (element) versioning

capabilities, a central contribution of our work. From the

compared repositories, the MORSE repository is the only



Table II
COMPARISON OF MODEL REPOSITORIES

Repository Model Model Element Modeling Unit of Model Complex

Identification Identification Technology Versioning Navigation Search

AMOR [13], [14] URL ID EMF ANY NO NO

AtlanticZoo [15] URL NO ANY model NO NO

CDO [16] URL URI-Fragment EMF M2 class instance YES YES

EMFStore [17] ID ID EMF ANY YES NO

MDR [18] ID URI-Fragment MOF 1.4 ANY NO NO

ModelBus [19], [20] URL NO ANY model NO NO

MORSE [2], [3] UUID UUID ANY M2 class instance YES YES

Odyssey-SCM [21], [10] ID URI-Fragment MOF 1.4 ANY NO NO

Odyssey-VCS 2 [22] ID URI-Fragment EMF ANY NO NO

model repository that allows models and model elements

to be identified by means of simple UUIDs, i.e., without

the need of multiple identifiers. We consider the unique

identification as important in regard to the runtime use of

models. This is because different runtime systems may require

different versions of a model or model element. Hence, model

evolution is harder in these approaches.

In contrast to most model repositories, the MORSE

repository abstracts from technologies and focuses on MDE

projects. That is, the MORSE repository comes with explicit

support for the management of MDE projects and supports

the MDE process, something that is not supported by many

other repositories (e.g., workflows, that cover processes of

MDE, have to be defined on top of ModelBus).

Finally, the MORSE services support model navigation as

well as complex (server-side) queries which are important

features for the dynamic use and lookup of models.

B. Monitoring

The topic of service (cf. [35], [5]) and process (cf. [36])

monitoring is well covered by the literature; e.g., in the

areas of quality of service (QoS) and SLAs. Yet by applying

a model-aware service environment we contribute a novel

approach, i.e., the use of service models at runtime.

A model-based design for the runtime monitoring of QoS

aspects is presented by Ahluwalia et al. [35]. In particular,

an interaction domain model and an infrastructure for the

monitoring of deadlines are illustrated. In that approach,

system functions are abstracted from interacting components.

While a model-driven approach is applied, the presented

model of system services is not (also) a source model for

the model-driven development of the services. In contrast,

MORSE manages and is aware of the service models, systems

are generated from and/or relate to. This allows for supporting

the monitoring and adaptation in SOAs as outlined.

Commuzi et al. [5] explicate the link between SLA

negotiation and monitoring of complex service-based systems.

While being specific to SLAs, their proposed monitoring

architecture has similarities to our MORSE setup. We believe

that by applying our approach to that work some parts of the

architecture could be automatically generated while others

could profit from the available MORSE service clients.

In contrast to these works, the MORSE approach, that

allows for the management and versioning of (service)

models, is a generic approach for the use of models at

runtime for supporting service monitoring. It is generic

because it is agnostic to the actual domain such as QoS,

SLAs, or compliance. The monitoring for the specific domain

is realized by the model-aware services. As a consequence, all

of the mentioned monitoring approaches can be supported by

MORSE. For this, a domain model needs to be deployed and

model-aware services need to realize the domain-specific

monitoring. From applying MORSE to these monitoring

domains we expect benefits in the areas of evolution and

management.

MORSE is the first model repository that specifically targets

at integration with runtime services. Other work mainly

focuses on the design time, e.g., in order to support the

MDE process. With our MORSE approach, however, we aim

at adopting models at runtime, i.e., using models beyond

the model-driven generation step. Thus, MORSE focuses on

runtime services and processes and their integration, e.g.,

through monitoring, with the repository and builds on the

simple identification for making models accessible at runtime.

Apart from the model repository, MORSE with its model-

aware services establishes a service-oriented approach that

has not yet been presented at large.

None of the mentioned model repositories offers an

integration scheme for runtime events or the automated

model generation and deployment capabilities. As shown

in this paper, however, for supporting models at runtime, if

model evolution is possible some similar capabilities would

be needed. However, our approach is general enough and

not limited to MORSE: It should be possible to extend

all the model repository approaches that we mentioned

using a frontend that extends them with transparent UUID-

based model versioning capabilities or at least UUID-based

identification and provides a model-driven component for

runtime generation and deployment.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented – to the best of our

knowledge – the first model repository based approach to



support models at runtime in SOA. In our experiences,

especially in large scale systems, such as SOA, the main-

tainability of models at runtime is difficult, as the system

continuously evolves as it runs. Hence, different services

of the SOA rely on different models or model elements

in distinct versions. This problem has not yet been fully

addressed in the existing literature. We have provided the

transparent versioning approach to practically deal with this

situation. Even for frequently changing central metamodels,

on which many services, some developed by third parties,

are based, our approach is easily applicable. We have used

the information in the models successfully for monitoring

the system and supporting some semi-automated adaptations.

However, one caveat in this approach was that initially

we were only able to provide a generic interface to query

the models in the repository. These are rather difficult to

work with. To improve this situation, we developed the

MORSE services that offered the specific interfaces needed for

querying and traversing the models in the repository. As our

approach is a model-driven approach, it was an obvious idea

to use the model-driven generator for this task. However, the

model-driven approach is usually used at design time; hence,

we needed to extend the MORSE repository to automatically

generate and deploy the MORSE services in the background.

In this way, every time a new metamodel version is created,

automatically MORSE services are generated and deployed

that enable users to easily deal with these versions. No

other model management approach supports the automatic

generation of specialized traversal and query services upon

deployment of the metamodel version. This approach greatly

enhances the usability of models at runtime.

The transparent versioning and the full automation of

the MORSE service generation allow developers to better

maintain models at runtime. To use them to better support the

monitoring and adaptation in SOA, one final problem needed

to be solved: The unambiguous identification of models,

model elements, and versions thereof. We use UUIDs for this

task that are automatically generated into the services during

the model-driven generation, making the services model-

aware. This novel approach to model and model version

identification allows us to generate events from services

that enable monitoring and adaptation services to access the

correct service model version.

A drawback of our approach is that it combines a number

of approaches and raises the overall complexity of the system.

But the large degree of automation means that users usually

need to deal with only the frontend parts of the MORSE

environment for using models at runtime. In the model-

aware services there is only a small performance overhead

for raising the events, which is often needed anyway. For

instance, in the context of compliance the events must be

raised and logged for legal auditing purposes.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we identified and proposed solutions to

basic requirements for using models for service monitoring

and adaptation. First of all, we addressed the need for the

management of different model versions with a transparent

UUID-based model versioning in MORSE. For facilitating

services to work with models at runtime, MORSE services

are automatically generated and deployed. These services,

that realize the transparent versioning, can be used by other

services, that we called model-aware services. For easing

the development of such services MORSE also generates and

distributes appropriate service clients.
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